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Interplay between octupole and quasiparticle excitations in178Hg and 180Hg
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Excited structures in theZ580, 178Hg (N598), and 180Hg (N5100) isotopes have been investigated
with the Gammasphere spectrometer in conjunction with the recoil-decay tagging technique. The present data
extend the previously known ground-state bands to higher spin and excitation energy. Negative parity bands
with a complex decay towards the low spin states arising from both the prolate-deformed and the nearly
spherical coexisting minima have been observed for the first time in both nuclei. It is shown that these
sequences have characteristics in common with negative-parity bands in the heavier even-even Hg isotopes as
well as in the Os and Pt isotones. These structures are interpreted as being associated at low spin with an
octupole vibration which is crossed at moderate frequency by a shape driving, two-quasiproton excitation.

PACS number~s!: 27.60.1j, 23.20.Lv, 23.60.1e, 25.70.Gh
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I. INTRODUCTION

High-spin states in neutron-deficient Hg (Z580) isotopes
have been the subject of numerous investigations over
years. In the mid 1970s, Hg nuclei with massA<188 were
shown to exhibit shape coexistence. Sequences of state
sociated with a small oblate deformation characteristic of
ground state were found to coexist with well developed le
sequences associated with a prolate shape@1,2#. In the 1980s
and early 1990s arrays with a modest number of Comp
suppressed Ge spectrometers became available and rath
tailed level schemes were obtained which provided exten
tests of the cranked shell model~see, for example@3#!. Direct
information on the deformation at high spin was also deriv
from lifetime data~see, e.g.,@4#!. More recently, the mos
neutron-deficient Hg isotopes have received much attent
The coupling ofg-ray arrays with recoil separators made
possible to discriminate efficiently the evaporation resid
of interest from the copious background originating mos
from fission, and to correlate the promptg radiation emitted
at the target with the mass of the residues and the chara
istic a decays measured at the focal plane. This so-ca
recoil-decay tagging technique~RDT! @5# was successfully
applied to measurements in178Hg @6# and 176Hg @6,7#. To-
gether with the early work by Dracouliset al. on 180Hg @8#,
0556-2813/2000/62~4!/044305~12!/$15.00 62 0443
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these studies have validated the mean-field calculation
Refs. @9,10# by demonstrating that below neutron numb
N5102~mid-shell! the excitation energy of a rotational ban
built on a prolate, normal deformed shape increases w
decreasing mass to the point where there is no longer
clear evidence for its presence at low spin in176Hg @6,7#.
These data also confirm the prediction@10# that for N,100
the coexisting oblate ground state evolves steadily as a fu
tion of decreasing neutron number towards a spherical sh

In these Hg nuclei, excitations based on the intruder
bitals have received considerable attention because of
ability to affect the nuclear shape. In particular, it has be
shown that the prolate minimum (b2;0.25) is associated
with multiparticle-hole excitations across theZ582 shell
gap involving theh9/2, f 7/2, and i 13/2 proton intruder orbit-
als @1,2#. Furthermore, there is also evidence that the oc
pation of specific intruder orbitals impacts the nuclear sh
significantly. Specifically, Maet al. @11# have shown in
186Hg that the occupation of the 1/21@651# (g9/2) and
1/22@770# ( j 15/2) neutron orbitals drives the nucleus to
wards an enhanced prolate deformation value ofb2;0.35
which is intermediate between those associated with the
mally deformed (b2;0.25) @11# and the superdeforme
(b2;0.50) @12# minima. Furthermore, mean-field calcula
tions by Nazarewicz@10# with a Woods-Saxon potential pre
©2000 The American Physical Society05-1
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dict that, for neutron numberN,98, the prolate minimum
evolves fromb2;0.25 towards larger deformations ofb2
;0.50–0.56, but the excitation energy for this minimu
rises to approximately 3.5 MeV.

In addition to shape coexistence phenomena, nuclei in
region also exhibit a variety of other collective and quasip
ticle excitations. For example, excited negative-parity ban
consisting of cascades of stretched quadrupole transit
linked at low angular momentum to the yrast states by str
E1 radiation, have been reported in many even-even Os
and Hg nuclei@11,13–23#. At low spin their configurations
are usually associated with an octupole vibration@13,14,16–
18,20#, although an interpretation in terms of quasipartic
excitations has also been proposed@15,21#. At moderate ro-
tational frequencies (\v;0.25 MeV!, a band interaction is
usually observed and the exact nature of the crossing b
remains a subject of discussion.

This paper presents new data on the neutron-defic
178Hg (N598) and 180Hg (N5100) nuclei obtained with
the RDT technique. It draws particular attention to the lo
lying negative-parity excitations. Specifically, it compar
the observed structures with excitations in the ev
1822186Hg isotopes as well as in the Os and Pt isoton
Striking similarities are noted and a consistent interpreta
appears to emerge based on comparisons with model c
lations. A partial account of the data on the178Hg nucleus
has been published earlier@24#.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
AND DATA REDUCTION

A. Experiments

Excited states in 178Hg were populated with the
103Rh(78Kr,p2n) reaction. The 350-MeV,78Kr beam with
an intensity of;5 pnA was delivered by the ATLAS supe
conducting linear accelerator at Argonne National Labo
tory. A self-supporting,;0.5 mg/cm2 thick 103Rh target
was used. The data on180Hg are the by-product of an exper
ment dedicated to the study of fusion dynamics in the vic
ity of the Coulomb barrier@25#. Band structures in this
nucleus were populated with compound nucleus react
using 90Zr beams at a number of energies on isotopica
enriched 90Zr, 91Zr, and 92Zr targets. A summary of the
reactions used, of the characteristics of the targets, and o
beam energies can be found in Table I. In order to acco
modate beam intensities as high as 5 pnA, the targets w
mounted on a rotating wheel. The latter controlled the pu
ing of the beam so that only the targets were irradiated
addition, the beam was wobbled62.5 mm across the targe
with a magnetic steerer with no loss in the FMA transm
sion nor in the mass resolution. Promptg rays were detected
with the Gammasphere array@26# consisting, for these ex
periments, of 101 large volume escape-suppressed Ge d
tors arranged in sixteen rings located at anglesu
531.7°,37.4°, 50.1°, 58.3°, 69.8°, 79.2°, 80.7°, 90.0
99.3°, 100.8°, 110.2°, 121.7°, 129.9°, 142.6°, 148.3°, a
162.7° relative to the beam direction. The recoiling produ
were passed through the Argonne Fragment Mass Anal
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~FMA! @27# and were dispersed according to their mass-
charge (m/q) ratio. A 5 mg/cm2 thick carbon foil was lo-
cated;8 cm behind the target to reset the charge state
tribution of the recoiling nuclei. A position-sensitive parall
grid avalanche counter~PGAC!, located at the focal plane
provided them/q information as well as time of arrival an
energy-loss signals of the evaporation residues. The reco
nuclei were subsequently implanted into a 40340 strips~40
mm340 mm,;60 mm thick!, double-sided silicon strip de
tector~DSSD! located 40 cm behind the PGAC. This DSS
was used not only to detect the implantation of a residue
to determine its time of arrival with respect to the prom
g-ray flash detected by Gammasphere, but also to mea
its subsequenta decay~s!. For this purpose, the DSSD even
were time-stamped using a 47-bit, 1 MHz clock. The hi
pixel segmentation of the DSSD provided effective spa
and time correlations between the implants and the follow
a decays. During the178Hg experiment a total of 4.73107

events were written to tape either when two or more Ga
masphere detectors fired in coincidence with the PGAC
when a recoil~implant event! or charged-particle~decay
event! was detected in the DSSD. The total number of eve
in the 180Hg experiment was 4.93107 under similar condi-
tions.

B. Data reduction

To isolate the178Hg and 180Hg residues and the corre
sponding promptg rays from the dominating backgroun
contributions originating from scattered beam, from fissi
products and from deexcitations in neighboring isotopes,
incidence gates were placed in the off-line analysis on~i! the
time of flight of the evaporation residues from the target
the focal plane,~ii ! the PGAC positions corresponding t
three charge states (q531, 32, and 33! of ions with the ap-
propriate A5178 and 180 mass focus, and~iii ! the two-

TABLE I. Reactions, beam energies, and target compositi
for the 180Hg measurements.

Reaction
Beam energy

~MeV! Target
Abundance

~%!
Target thickness

(mg/cm2)

90Zr190Zr 369 90Zr 97.65 550
0.96 (91Zr)
0.71 (92Zr)
0.55 (94Zr)
0.13 (96Zr)

90Zr191Zr 380 91Zr 89.20 560
5.99 (90Zr)
3.29 (92Zr)
1.30 (94Zr)
0.22 (96Zr)

90Zr192Zr 380 92Zr 95.13 550
2.54 (90Zr)
1.04 (91Zr)
1.11 (94Zr)
0.18 (96Zr)
5-2
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TABLE II. Alpha decay properties of the178Hg and 180Hg ground states.

Nucleus Ji
p Jf

p Present Previous@29#

Ea ~keV! I a ~%! t1/2,a ~s! Ea ~keV! I a ~%! t1/2,a ~s! ba ~%!

178Hg 01 01 6429~4! ;100 0.262~4! 6430~6! 98~2! 0.266~25! 97225
13

180Hg 01 01 6119~4! ;100 2.59~2! 6120~5! 99.87~3! 2.56~2! 48~9!
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dimensional histogram of the energy of recoils measured
the DSSD vs the time of flight from the PGAC to the DSS

1. Recoil-gÀg and recoil-aÀgÀg events

The g-ray data were sorted intoEg-Eg matrices of coin-
cidence events occurring within a 60 ns time window. Sin
g-ray emission occurs when the recoiling nuclei are in flig
(v/c;4%), the transition energies were corrected for t
Doppler shift. Background subtracted spectra were then
duced for each particular cascade and were examined
the RADWARE @28# interactive software package in order
construct the level scheme. To enhance the178Hg and
180Hg g rays from those produced by otherA5178 and 180
residues, additionalg2g coincidence matrices gated by th
characteristica lines of Ea56430 keV (178Hg) and 6120
keV (180Hg) @29# were also created. Most of theg rays as-
signed to the nuclei of interest were identified in the analy
of these matrices, hereby confirming the isotopic assignm

2. Recoil-a-time events

Two-dimensional histograms with the energies of the fi
generationa decays on one axis and the difference betwe
the implantation anda-decay times on the other were co
structed after matching the individual energy signals of
DSSD strips. Energy spectra gated on different regions of
time axis were then constructed and used to deduce
a-decay energies and intensities. The selection of spe
time intervals significantly reduced the complexity of t
a-energy spectra as well as the background due to ran
correlation events. Time spectra were generated for eaca
line and used to determine the half-life of the emitting sta
using a least-squares fitting method@30#.

3. Gamma-ray angular distributions and anisotropies

Angular distributions were obtained by projecting ma
gated spectra corresponding tog rays detected in a specifi
ring of detectors in Gammasphere. From these spectra
intensities of the strongest lines were measured and then
ted with the usual expression

W~u!511A2P2~cosu!1A4P4~cosu!, ~1!

whereA2 andA4 are the angular distribution coefficients~the
normalization factorA0 has been omitted for simplicity! and
Pl( cosu) are the Legendre polynomial functions. For se
eral weak lines only theA2 coefficients were extracted b
settingA450. The angular distribution information was e
tended further by extracting the anisotropy ratioR, defined as
the intensity ratio of transitions observed in the 31.7°~and
the equivalent 148.3°), 37.4° (142.6°), and 162.7° det
04430
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tor rings to those detected in the 79.2° (100.8°
80.7° (99.3°), and 90.0° rings. In general, values grea
than unity indicate a stretched quadrupole or mix
M1/E2, DJ51 transition with a positive sign for the mix
ing ratio, d. Values ofR,1 are associated with a pure d
pole or mixedM1/E2, DJ51 transition withd,0. These
assignments were consistently checked with a numbe
transitions of known multipolarity in the neighboring odd
mass nuclei which received a significant population in
present measurements.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Previous studies

The a decays from the178Hg and 180Hg ground states
have been studied previously by several authors: see
@29# for the most recent compilation and evaluation of
published work. As indicated above, Carpenteret al. @6# re-
ported on the first observation of excited states in178Hg
using the103Rh(78Kr, p2n) reaction in conjunction with the
RDT technique. The ground-state band was established u
81 ~tentatively up to 121). More recently, an expanded leve
structure of178Hg was presented by Kondevet al. @24#. Dra-
coulis et al. @8# identified the yrast band of180Hg up to
141 (161) and reported several otherg rays which were,
however, not placed in the level scheme.

B. Alpha-decay measurements

As summarized in Table II, the present data confirm
properties of the previously reported main, 01→01, a
lines of 178Hg and 180Hg. Using the time spectra produce
by gating on the 6429 and 6119 keVa lines, half-lives of
T1/2,a50.262(4) and 2.59~2! s were obtained for the deca
of the 178Hg and 180Hg ground states. The measuredT1/2,a
values are in good agreement with those reported previo
@29#.

C. Level scheme construction

The level schemes of178Hg and 180Hg deduced from the
present study are given in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. T
assignment ofg rays to the nuclei of interest is based on t
observed correlations with the characteristic178Hg and
180Hg a lines, and on measured coincidence relationsh
with previously known transitions in these nuclei@6,8#, as
well as with the characteristic Hg x rays. Theg rays assigned
to 178Hg and 180Hg are listed in Tables III and IV togethe
with their intensities, angular distribution, and anisotropy c
efficients, and adopted multipolarity. Some relativeg-ray in-
tensities were obtained from the total projection of the rec
5-3
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FIG. 1. Level scheme of178Hg deduced from
this work. Tentative placements are indicated
dashed lines. Tentative spin-parity assignme
are given in parenthesis.
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g2g matrices, others were extracted from coincidence sp
tra after proper normalization. Although angular correlatio
could affect the measured intensities~at a;10% level!, no
corrections were applied.

The spin and parity assignments are based mainly on
angular distribution and anisotropy information. The pres
measurements were not sensitive to the identification of
meric states because the residues fly out of the focus of G
masphere into the FMA. Hence, the character of each t
sition was restricted to eitherE1, E2, M1 or to the
appropriate mixing of these multipolarities. Several of t
assignments are tentative. These are indicated under p
thesis in Figs. 1 and 2, and in Tables III and IV. Furthe
more, additional arguments such as the relative populatio
levels within a given band, the presence or absence of ce
transitions and the band structure itself have been use
remove possible ambiguities in specific instances.

1. 178Hg

As mentioned above, the178Hg level scheme has bee
presented in an earlier, short publication@24#. Some addi-
tional information is given below for completeness. In pa
ticular, the detailed data on intensities and multipolarities
the transitions placed in the scheme of Fig. 1 can be foun
Table III. A coincidence spectrum showing the main tran
tions assigned to band 1 is presented in Fig. 3~a!. The data
confirm the observations of Ref.@6# and extend the band b
four levels up to theJp5(201) state. The placement an
ordering of the in-band transitions are based on the obse
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coincidence relationships and on the measured relative in
sities. The stretchedE2 character was derived for allg rays
below the 161 level from the measured angular distributio
and anisotropy ratios~see Table III!, thereby confirming the
spin values given in Fig. 1. The multipolarity of the trans
tions depopulating the two highest levels in the band co
not be established directly because of the weak intens
involved. Nevertheless, the assignments can be viewed
probable because of the collective character of the seque

Band 2@Figs. 1 and 3~b!# has been identified for the firs
time in the present data and was the main subject of dis
sion in Ref.@24#. TheE2 character of the first three in-ban
transitions is firmly established from the measured angu
distributions and anisotropies. TheE2 assignment to the
higher members in the band is again based on the collec
character. Remarkably, the decay out of this sequence
wards the lower states is fragmented over a fair numbe
pathways, most of which feed levels that have not been
ported previously. The odd spin, negative parity assignm
to band 2 comes from the measured multipolarity of the m
decay-out transitions~398.4, 644.9, 542.8, 889.1, 978.
keV!. In particular, onlyJ57 \ is possible for the 2388.4
keV level as any other spin value implies the presence o
least one higher-order (E3 or M3) g ray. A positive parity
is viewed as highly unlikely as a 1041 keV M1 transitio
would be expected to be four times stronger than the co
peting 644.9 keVg ray ~energy factor!. In contrast, as dis-
cussed in detail below, theJp572 assignment agrees wit
the systematics based on a comparison with negative p
5-4
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FIG. 2. Level scheme of180Hg deduced from this work. Tentative placements are indicated by dashed lines. Tentative spin
assignments are given in parenthesis.
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bands in the neighboring nuclei. In the decay out of band
the Jp quantum numbers of the levels at 1447.1 and 198
keV are firmly established while those of the states at 135
and 2156.8 keV are only tentative. Finally, two other sta
with tentative spin and parity assignments have also b
placed in the level scheme~1851.4, 2215.3 keV!.

2. 180Hg

A sample spectrum showing theg rays in coincidence
with the 476.8, 542.3, 599.4, 648.8, and 684.0 keV tran
tions located above the 81 level of the 180Hg ground-state
band is presented in Fig. 4~a!. Compared to previous work
@8#, this band has now been extended up to the 201 level
~tentatively 221). The angular distribution and anisotrop
information is consistent with a stretched quadrupole cha
ter for all in-bandg rays up to the 181 state.

A coincidence spectrum showingg rays associated with
band 2 is presented in Fig. 4~b!. This sequence is assigne
odd spins and negative parity on the basis of several a
ments. The angular distribution and anisotropy coefficie
for the 765.2 and 1091.3 keVg rays~Table IV! are of dipole
character. This observation limits the spin value for t
1798.0 keV state to 5\. In addition, theE2 character of the
04430
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244.4 keV in-band transition and the dipole nature of t
604.7 keV line make the 7\ spin assignment to the 2042.
level straightforward. The argument for the negative parity
similar to the one presented above for band 2 in178Hg, i.e.,
a 1010 keVM1 transition would be expected to be rough
four times stronger than the competing 604.7 keVg ray ~en-
ergy factor!, while the experimental observation is opposi
Finally, as discussed in detail in Refs.@18,24# and as elabo-
rated upon below, the observed decay pattern finds a na
explanation if a negative parity is assigned.

Band 3 is observed for the first time in this work. A co
incidence spectum showing the maing rays of this sequence
is presented in Fig. 4~c!. The proposed spin assignments a
based on the measured anisotropy of a single transi
~1036.0 keV! ~see Table IV! and on population intensity ar
guments. As a result, these assignments are considered
tative. For example, the ratio of 0.68~6! between the intensi-
ties of the 369.8 keVg ray ~band 3! and the 389.7 keV
transition~band 2! suggests that the spin of the 2740.9 ke
level ~band 3! is at least one unit less than the value of 11\
assigned to the 2749.2 keV level~band 2!. The nonobserva-
tion of transitions from the first three in-band levels to t
41, 61, and 81 members of the ground-state band~e.g.,
5-5
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TABLE III. Excitation energies, spins, parities, and transition energies, intensities, angular distrib
coefficients, anisotropies and adopted multipolarities for band structures assigned to178Hg.

Ex ~keV! Ji
p (\) Eg ~keV! a I g ~rel.! b A2 /A0 A4 /A0 R c Assignment

Band 1
558.0 21 558.0 1000~17! 0.30~7! 20.15(8) 1.36~16! E2
1012.4 41 454.4 745~16! 0.29~7! 20.07(12) 1.40~18! E2
1346.9 61 334.5 611~13! 0.28~11! 20.24(15) 1.58~22! E2
1743.5 81 396.6 485~24! 0.33~11! 0.09~15! 1.21~12! E2
2201.2 101 457.7 293~13! 0.27~5! 20.12(7) 1.43~18! E2
2711.6 121 510.4 218~9! 0.41~21! 20.16(27) 1.52~23! E2
3265.2 141 553.6 127~8! 1.47~25! E2
3853.8 161 588.6 68~7! 1.51~21! E2
4469.3 (181) 615.5 30~5! (E2)
5090.3 (201) 621.0 ,20 (E2)
Band 2
2388.4 72 398.4 138~21! 1.47~20! E2

644.9 24~5! 0.47~18! E1
231.5 21~6! (E2)
~1041! ,10 (E1)

2729.8 92 341.4 125~7! 0.34~11! 0.00~15! 1.32~18! E2
3117.5 112 387.8 106~7! 0.37~11! 20.06(15) 1.45~20! E2
3538.9 132 421.4 60~6! 1.21~18! E2
3980.2 (152) 441.3 54~6! (E2)
4454.2 (172) 474.0 19~9! (E2)
4971.7 (192) 517.5 14~8! (E2)
5534.3 (212) 562.6 ,10 (E2)
Other levels
1447.1 32 889.1 68~8! 0.83~22! E1
1989.9 52 978.2 67~9! 0.69~20! E1

542.8 21~6! 1.24~23! E2
632.2 40~7! 1.35~23! E2
~644! ,10 (E1)

1357.7 (32) 799.7 87~8! 0.60~19! (E1)
2156.8 (52) 799.1 47~11! (E2)
1851.4 (42) 839.0 34~5! 1.59~26! (E1)
2215.3 (62) 363.9 20~5! (E2)

868.4 ,10 (E1)

aEnergies are accurate to within 0.1–0.2 keV for the strong transitions. For weaker transitions the unc
may rise up to as much as 0.8 keV.
bRelative intensities deduced from the total projection of the recoil–g2g matrix, as well as from coincidence
projections after appropriate normalization.~See the text for details.!
cAngular anisotropy coefficients.~See the text for details.!
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6→41, 8→61 and 10→81) favors a negative parity as
signment for band 3. It is also worth noting that the propos
assignments are consistent with the systematic features
hibited by the neighboring even-even Os and Pt isoto
@14,18,20#, as well as with considerations based on the
tracted alignments~see discussions below!.

Additional levels at 1504.6, 1870.2, 2057.3, 2323
2369.7, 2524.2, and 3041.4 keV have also been establis
Unfortunately, for most of these, firm spin and parity assig
ments could not be obtained.

IV. DISCUSSION

Negative parity bands have been observed in a numbe
even-even Os, Pt, and Hg isotopes. There is, however
04430
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consensus regarding their interpretation. Dracouliset al. @14#
proposed that, at low spins, these structures in176,178,180Os
are built on a single-phonon octupole vibration. At high
angular momentum, these octupole bands are then crosse
two-quasiparticle excitations. A similar interpretation h
also been adopted by Cederwallet al. @17#, Kondev et al.
@18# and de Voigtet al. @20# in their studies of neighboring
176Pt, 178Pt, and 180Pt isotopes. In contrast, Popescuet al.
@21# and Liederet al. @15# proposed a pure two-quasipartic
assignment for the negative parity structures in182Pt and
180Os, respectively.

In the even-even Hg isotopes, the interpretation of
observed negative parity structures may be more subtle
in the Pt or Os isotones since their susceptibility to sha
5-6
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TABLE IV. Excitation energies, spins, parities, and gamma-ray energies, intensities, angular distri
coefficients, anisotropies and adopted multipolarities for level structures assigned to180Hg.

Ex ~keV! Ji
p (\) Eg ~keV! a I g ~rel.! b A2 /A0 A4 /A0 R c Assignment

Band 1
434.3 21 434.3 1000~30! 0.28~6! 20.06(8) 1.22~5! E2
706.7 41 272.4 725~24! 0.24~6! 20.12(8) 1.30~6! E2
1032.7 61 326.0 675~22! 0.29~6! 20.09(6) 1.28~6! E2
1437.2 81 404.5 503~17! 0.33~7! 20.03(10) 1.34~8! E2
1914.0 101 476.8 282~12! 0.46~12! 20.03(16) 1.33~15! E2
2456.3 121 542.3 215~10! 0.37~17! 0.03~22! 1.72~23! E2
3055.7 141 599.4 135~8! 0.43~19! 1.10~25! E2
3704.5 161 648.8 81~5! 1.28~21! E2
4388.5 181 684.0 31~4! 1.21~25! E2
5091.5 (201) 703.0 10~2! (E2)
5803.4 (221) ~711.9! ,8 (E2)
Band 2
1798.0 52 398.4 25~5! 1.11~52! E2

765.2 17~4! 0.65~19! E1
1091.3 46~5! 0.73~14! E1

2042.3 72 244.4 107~5! 0.31~13! 1.39~25! E2
604.7 87~7! 20.57(29) 0.54~17! E1
~1010! ,30 (E1)

2359.5 92 317.2 154~7! 0.36~9! E2
2749.2 112 389.7 120~6! 0.30~11! 1.26~13! E2
3200.0 132 450.8 101~5! 0.53~20! 1.33~22! E2
3689.0 152 489.0 50~7! 1.63~50! E2
4195.1 172 506.1 32~6! 1.48~50! E2
4734.3 (192) 539.2 18~5! (E2)
5310.0 (212) ~575.7! ,10 (E2)
Band 3
2068.7 62 563.6 15~4! (E1)

1036.0 18~4! 1.86~31! (E1)
2371.1 82 302.4 24~4! 1.31~36! E2

502.6 29~5! (E2)
~934.0! ,10 (E1)

2740.9 102 369.8 81~6! 0.54~20! 1.24~26! E2
3161.2 122 420.3 56~5! 1.16~26! E2
3616.1 142 454.9 34~4! 1.34~30! E2
4106.1 (162) 490.0 13~3! (E2)
4627.0 (182) ~520.9! ,10 (E2)
Other levels
1399.6 (32) 602.3 ,20 (E1)

692.9 ,20 (E1)
797.3 (21) 797.3 ,20 (E2)
1504.6 61 797.9 39~5! 1.11~13! E2
2323.2 81 818.6 21~6! 1.37~22! E2
1870.2 (62) 837.5 28~4! 1.13~19! (E1)
2369.7 (82) 499.5 13~4! (E2)
1175.7 741.4 ,10
2057.3 (61) 620.1 50~5! 0.50~11! 1.29~16! E2
2524.2 (81) 466.4 20~7! (E2)

610.2 15~3! (E2)
3041.4 (101) 517.2 19~3! (E2)

aEnergies are accurate to within 0.1–0.2 keV for the strong transitions. For weaker transitions the unc
may rise up to as much as 0.8 keV.
bRelative intensities deduced from the total projection of the recoil2g2g matrix, as well as from coinci-
dence projections after appropriate normalization.~See the text for details.!
cAngular anisotropy coefficients.~See the text for details.!
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FIG. 4. Summed, background-subtracte
g-ray coincidence spectra from the recoil-g2g
matrix produced by gating on transitions in ban
1 ~a!, band 2~b! and band 3~c! in 180Hg.

FIG. 3. Summed, background-subtracte
g-ray coincidence spectra from the recoil-g2g
matrix produced by gating on transitions in ban
1 ~a! and band 2~b! in 178Hg. Theg ray labeled
with the open symbol is most likely a contam
nant.
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changes needs to be taken into account. As already discu
above, Maet al. @11# have shown in186Hg that the occupa-
tion of specific neutron orbitals drives the nucleus toward
so-called intermediate prolate deformation. The measu
quadrupole momentQ0510.7(1.7) eb @11# highlights the
shape-driving effects of the intruder neutron orbitals ass
ated with the band structure of interest. As shown in R
@11#, the two possible configurations„n2(@651#1/2
^ @514#7/2) or n2(@651#1/2^ @771#1/2)… are difficult to dis-
tinguish and a firm assignment was not proposed. It is wo
pointing out that while negative parity bands have also b
observed in182Hg @22# and 184Hg @23#, they show little simi-
larity with the intermediate deformation structure of186Hg.

The negative parity bands in both178Hg and 180Hg are
characterized by a number of rather distinctive featur
These are

~1! The measured alignment at low frequency is;3 \;
~2! the bands undergo a subsequent alignment gain

roughly 5\ at the noticeably low frequency of;0.21 MeV;
~3! at low spin, theI(2) moments of inertia are larger tha

the corresponding values in the respective yrast band; a
~4! the bands stand out by the complexity of their dee

citation patterns as the 72 states decay into a large numb
of levels ~three, possibly four!. This last observation may
suggest that the associated intrinsic structure is quite dif
ent from that of the yrast bands and that the decay proce
towards most, if not all, available lower-energy levels wit
out much selection on the basis of shape or degree of co
tivity.

FIG. 5. Excitation energies for the 52, 72, 92, 112, and 132

levels relative to the 61 member of the ground state band for th
structures in Os, Pt, and Hg even-even nuclei. The data are tak
follows: 172Os ~side band I! @31#; 174Os ~side band II! @32#; 176Os
~band I!, 178Os ~band I!, and 180Os ~band I! @14#; 182Os @16#; 176Pt
@17#; 178Pt ~band 2! @18#; 180Pt ~band I! @20#; 182Pt ~band 5! @21#;
184Pt ~band 5! @37#; 176Hg @7#; 178Hg ~band 2! ~present work!; 180Hg
~band 2! ~present work!; 182Hg ~band 3! @22#; 184Hg ~band 6! @23#;
186Hg ~band 8! @11#.
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A careful inspection of the level schemes of the heav
even-even Hg isotopes with neutron numberN5982106 re-
veals that in each nucleus a band of negative parity can
found with characteristics resembling closely those enum
ated above. Furthermore, this observation can also be
tended to the even-even Os and Pt isotones. Figure 5 pre
the excitation energies of the 52 through 132 members of
the sidebands of interest in the three isotopic chains. Clea
the variations withN of the excitation energies are small an
very similar in all the nuclei under consideration. This o
servation argues against a pure two-quasiparticle chara
for these structures, and supports their association with o
pole vibrations. The enhancement of the octupole corre
tions at low spin in this mass region comes as no surp
because of the presence of pairs of orbitals withD j 5D l
53\ near both the proton and the neutron Fermi surfa
~see, for example, Ref.@33# and references therein!. In fact,
the specific configurations contributing to the structure of
octupole phonon have recently been discussed in some d
by Kondevet al. @18#. It is worth pointing out that the nega
tive parity bands decay mostly but not exclusively viaE1
transitions where theJ→J11 branches are strongly favored

as

FIG. 6. Aligned angular momenta for the ground-state ba
~open symbols! and the negative parity bands~filled symbols! in the
N598 and 100 Os, Pt, and Hg isotones. Reference paramete
I0529 MeV21\2 andI15200 MeV23\4 have been used for the
bands in178Hg, of Im0529 MeV21\2 andI15160 MeV23\4 for
the bands in180Hg, 176Pt, and178Pt, and ofI0526 MeV21\2 and
I15120 MeV23\4 for the bands in174Os and176Os.
5-9
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As detailed in Refs.@13,20#, this property is consistent with
expectation for octupole vibrational structures.

The alignmenti, as a function of the rotational frequenc
\v, for band structures in the Os, Pt, and Hg isotones w
N598 and 100 is presented in Fig. 6. From this figure, it
clear that the alignments of bands 2 and 3 in180Hg follow
the same pattern with frequency. Hence, the bands ca
associated with the same configuration and be interprete
signature partners with significant splitting@suggesting that
the configuration has a lowK quantum number (K50 or 1!#.
In all nuclei, the ground-state band exhibits a cross
around\v;0.32 MeV. The dependence of the crossing f
quency with mass for the Hg isotopes is given in Fig. 7. T
crossing can be attributed to the alignment of a pair ofi 13/2
neutrons and the small variations with mass are due to s
differences in the respective deformations@34#. The striking
similarity between the properties of the negative-parity ba
at low spin is also clearly visible in this figure: in all cas
the band built on the octupole excitation~responsible for the
3\ alignment at low frequency! follows a trajectory in thei
vs \v plane similar to that of the yrast line before a cross
occurs. In the Hg isotopes~Fig. 7! the crossing frequency fo
the negative parity band is distinctly lower than that of t
yrast sequence. This systematic observation does not hol
the Pt and Os isotopic chains~not shown! and suggests tha
the nature of the crossing band may well be different. Vo
@35# suggested initially that the crossing excitation is asso
ated with a two-quasiparticle excitation. The issue, then, i
identify the exact structure of the two-quasiparticle band
the Hg isotopes.

In order to predict which intrinsic configurations are i
volved in the Hg isotopes, calculations of the energies of
lowest two-quasiparticle states were carried out using
approach outlined in Ref.@36# and applied recently to the
case of 178Pt in Ref. @18# ~where relevant details about th
method can be found!. Representative results of the calcul

FIG. 7. Crossing frequencies for the ground-state bands~open
squares! and the negative parity bands~filled circles! in even-even
Hg nuclei. The errors on the extracted frequencies are of the o
of 10%.
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tions are presented in Table V for the case of178Hg. The
conclusions that can be drawn from these predictions
similar for 180Hg. From Table V it is clear that the lowes
neutron excitations of negative parity involve thei 13/2 or-
bital. Any two-quasineutron configuration involving a sing
i 13/2 neutron will not result in an alignment of the magnitud
seen in the data of Fig. 6. Thus, it appears unlikely that
high-frequency part of the negative parity bands can
readily associated with a neutron excitation. The calculati
~Table V! also show that two-quasiproton configurations a
present in the vicinity of the Fermi surface and protons
come the preferred candidates for the excitation crossing
octupole bands.

Because of the softness of the potential in the Hg i
topes, as evidenced by their susceptibility to shape chan
total Routhian surface~TRS! calculations based on a Wood
Saxon potential were performed following the procedure o
lined in Ref.@37# in order to trace in deformation space th
evolution with rotational frequency of the various configur
tions. Sample results are given in Table VI for all theN
5982106 even-even Hg nuclei at a frequency of;0.2 MeV
relevant for the present discussion. Calculated deformat
are presented for the ground-state~i.e. vacuum! band, as well
as for the two-quasineutroni 13/2

2 configuration (AB) which
crosses it. In addition, similar information is provided for th

er

TABLE V. Calculated excitation energies for low-lying
negative-parity, two-quasiparticle configurations in178Hg. The
present results were obtained for deformation parameters ofb2

50.247 andb4520.015.

Configurationa K2
p b E2

qp K1
p b E1

qp

p2 n2 ~keV! c ~keV! c

(1Õ2À, 1Õ2¿) 02 2710 12 2310

(1Õ2À8, 1Õ2¿) 02 2416 12 2816

(1Õ2À, 3/21) 12 2191 22 2591

(1Õ2À8, 3/21) 12 2690 22 2290

(3Õ2À, 3/21) 02 2355 32 2755
(1Õ2À, 1/21) 02 2679 12 2279

(1Õ2À8, 1/21) 02 2384 12 2784

(5/21, 9/22) 22 3276 72 3676
(5/22, 5Õ2¿) 02 1666 52 2018
(5/22, 7Õ2¿) 12 1833 62 2269
(5/22, 9Õ2¿) 22 3270 72 3638

aProtons (p): 1Õ2À: 1/22@541# (h9/2), 3Õ2À: 3/22@532#(h9/2),

1Õ2À8: 1/22 @530# ( f 7/2), 9/22: 9/22@514# (h11/2),1/21:
1/21@400#(s1/2), 3/21: 3/21@402# (d3/2), 1Õ2¿: 1/21@660# ( i 13/2);
neutrons (n): 1/22: 1/22@521# (p3/2), 5/22: 5/22 @512# ( f 7/2),
7/22: 7/22 @514# (h9/2), 5Õ2¿: 5/21 @642# ( i 13/2), 7Õ2¿: 7/21 @633#
( i 13/2); 9Õ2¿: 9/21@624# ( i 13/2).
bK65uVp1(n1)6Vp2(n2)u. The expected energetically favored stat
are underlined.
cDue to the rapid downslope of theh9/2, f 7/2, and i 13/2 proton
orbitals as deformation increases, the excitation energy of confi
rations which involve these structures are strongly deformation
pendent.
5-10
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TABLE VI. Calculated equilibrium deformations,b2 , g, b4 from the TRS calculations for selected configurations in even-even
isotopes at\v;0.20 MeV ~see the text for details!.
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lowest two-quasiproton@p2( i 13/2^ h9/2), a f# and two-
quasineutron@n2( i 13/2^ f 7/2), AF# configurations. The TRS
calculations indicate that this two-quasiproton excitation,
beled by the Nilsson asymptotic quantum numb
p2(@660#1/21

^ @541#1/22), drives 178Hg from the yrast de-
formation of b250.24, g525° towards a slightly more
deformed shape with a larger degree of triaxiality;b2
50.26, g511°. A similar trend can be seen for180Hg.
With the orbitals involved, the large alignment measured
perimentally (;8\) at high frequency is accounted fo
However, as already pointed out in Ref.@24#, it should be
realized that thisp2( i 13/2^ h9/2) excitation is not the only
possible one. In particular, from studies of the light, od
even Au isotopes@38,39#, the @530#1/22 state~of predomi-
nant f 7/2 parentage! has also been identified. Hence,
p2( i 13/2^ f 7/2) two-quasiproton configuration cannot b
ruled out. Furthermore, sizable mixing between the
p2( i 13/2^ h9/2) andp2( i 13/2^ f 7/2) configurations is also pos
sible.

The microscopic structure of the octupole phonon is pr
ably rather complex with contributions of various orbita
fulfilling the D j 5D l 53 condition. It is likely, however, tha
the protoni 13/2^ f 7/2 coupling will be an important compo
nent ~see Ref.@18#!. If so, the shape driving effects of th
i 13/2 orbital described above will remain strong and t
nuclear shape associated with the low-spin part of the ne
tive parity bands may well be similar to the one associa
with the two-quasiproton configuration. Thus, the deform
tion would be somewhat different from that of the vacuu
an
.
og

R
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configuration. This, in turn, would provide a qualitative e
planation for the fragmented decay observed at low spin
band 2.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Extended level schemes for178Hg and 180Hg were ob-
tained by combining the selectivity of the FMA with the hig
detection efficiency and resolving power of the Gamm
phere spectrometer. The ground-state bands were observ
moderate spin (I>20 \) and they exhibit the usual firs
crossing which is attributed to the alignment of a pair ofi 13/2
neutrons. The excited sidebands were assigned odd spin
negative parity. The configurations of these structures w
interpreted as octupole vibrations at low spin which a
crossed at higher frequency by two-quasiproton excitatio
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